Chromosomal in situ hybridization using yeast artificial chromosomes.
Large DNA fragment cloning methods using yeast artificial chromosomes (YACs) have vastly improved the strategies for constructing physical maps of regions of complex genomes, as well as for isolating and cloning genes important for human disease. We present here a simple and rapid method for carrying out in situ hybridization to metaphase chromosomes using isolated YAC clones by labeling DNA directly in agarose gel slices. Nonisotopic labeling and chromosomal in situ hybridization can be used to determine the chromosomal localization of individual YAC clones on human metaphase chromosomes. This method can also be used to characterize YAC clones consisting of single fragments from those that contain concatamerized, and thus artifactual, inserts. This technique also offers a valuable tool to study consistent translocations in neoplastic diseases by identifying YACs that span a specific chromosomal breakpoint.